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Throughput Optimization for Wireless LANs in the Presence of
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Abstract— In [1], we optimized single-user throughput by
selecting the transmitted bit rate and payload size as a function
of channel conditions. However, the approach did not consider a
packet error rate (PER) constraint, and the payload size obtained
could yield excessively high packet error rates. We propose and
solve the optimization problem of maximizing throughput by
varying the PHY layer data rate and the payload size subject
to a packet error rate constraint. The resulting SNR thresholds
for adapting the PHY data rate and the corresponding payload
sizes are drastically different than those obtained without the
PER constraint.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS local area networks (WLANs) are rapidly
becoming part of our network infrastructure. The
IEEE 802.11 WLAN physical layer (PHY) supports multiple
data rates by using different modulation and channel coding
schemes. The effective throughput in these WLANs is determined by a number of parameters, including transmission
rate, payload and header size, constellation size, transmitted
power, and received noise characteristics. When the channel
is time varying in nature, the transmission parameters should
be adapted according to channel conditions to improve link
performance. In [1], we provided a theoretical formulation
wherein payload length was considered as an optimization
parameter and a cross-layer scheme was proposed that jointly
optimizes payload length and data rate and dynamically adapts
the payload length to maximize the throughput for additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and different fading channels.
Results indicated that both the optimum payload length and
the data rate are dependent on the channel under consideration.
However, it is also shown in [1] that maximizing throughput
may lead to unacceptable packet loss rates. Therefore, to
maximize effective throughput and maintain the packet loss
rate at acceptable levels, we turned to simulations, and SNR
ranges for switching between the several PHY layer data rates
of IEEE 802.11a were determined by comparing plots of
effective throughput at the different PHY layer data rates as a
function of SNR with plots of the packet loss rate of each PHY
layer data rate versus SNR. The resulting adaptation thresholds
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Fig. 1. Packet error rates for throughput optimization by variable payload
length and variable PHY rate without a packet error rate constraint in Rayleigh
fading.

are much different when the packet error rate constraint is
imposed.
In this paper, we revisit the problem of throughput maximization by varying the payload length subject to a packet
loss constraint, but we avoid simulations and the requirement
of comparing two separate sets of plots by posing and solving
a single optimization problem. As in [1], we are interested in
multimedia applications, so we do not allow retransmissions
in order to minimize latency and to reduce congestion on the
wireless link. We assume that packet loss concealment is used
to compensate for lost packets.
II. L INK A DAPTATION WITH PACKET E RROR R ATE
C ONSTRAINT
Figure 2, taken directly from [1], plots the effective throughput, payload length and PHY mode obtained in order to
maximize throughput in Rayleigh fading without a packet
error rate constraint. In Figure 1, we plot the packet error
rate (PER) corresponding to the throughput maximizing rate
switching algorithm in Fig. 2. As seen from Figure 1, the
packet error rate can be as high as 30% at SNRs above 10
dB. Packet error rates greater than 10% are likely unsuitable
for most applications. Clearly, when varying payload length
to maximize throughput, it is important to impose a constraint
on the packet loss rate.
The throughput optimization problem with a packet error
constraint can be posed as
L
∗ Rj ∗ Psj (γs , L)
(1)
max T (j) =
j,L
L + Cj
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(a) Effective throughput without a packet error rate constraint
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(b) Optimal payload length with packet error rate constraint
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(c) Rate adaptation without packet error rate constraint

(c) Rate adaptation with packet error rate constraint

Fig. 2. Optimal link adaptation to maximize throughput without packet error
rate constraint in Rayleigh fading.

Fig. 3. Optimal link adaptation to maximize throughput with a maximum
packet error rate constraint of 1% in Rayleigh fading

subject to the constraint P ER(j) ≤ P ERt , where
T (j) : Effective throughput for PHY mode j,
L: payload length in bits,
j: PHY mode,
Cj : header and DCF overhead corresponding to rate ‘j’ in
bits,
Rj : data rate corresponding to PHY mode j,
Psj (): packet success rate (PSR) defined as the probability of
receiving a packet correctly corresponding to PHY mode j as
in [1],

γs : SNR per symbol,
P ERt : specified packet error rate threshold.
The packet error rate constraint imposes a constraint on the
payload length since P ER(j) < P ERt implies
1 − (1 − Puj (γs ))L ≤ P ERt

(2)

where Puj (γs ) is the union bound of the first-event error
probability corresponding to PHY mode j [1].
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TABLE I
L INK ADAPTATION THRESHOLDS WITH AND WITHOUT A MAXIMUM
PACKET ERROR RATE CONSTRAINT OF

Data Rate(Mbps)
SNR range(dB)
with PER constraint

6

12

1% IN R AYLEIGH FADING

24

36

48

54

10-14 14-21 21-31 31-32 32-38 >38

SNR range(dB)
without PER constraint

0-11

11-18 18-28 28-29 29-35 >35

Hence, the payload length is constrained by
L≤

log(1 − P ERt )

log(1 − Puj (γs ))

(3)

We show below that the optimization problem in Eq. (1)
is strictly concave at low BERs, which implies that when
the payload length constraint is satisfied, the solution to the
unconstrained problem is the same as the solution of the
constrained problem. In the event the payload length constraint
is not satisfied by the global minimizer, the solution to the
problem is at the boundary of the payload constraint as given
by Eq. (3).
Now, we show that the the optimization problem in Eq. (1)
is strictly concave at low BERs. For low BERs, the packet
error rate can be approximated as
Pej (L, γs ) ≈ L ∗ Puj (γs ))

(4)

Hence the throughput expression in Eq. (1) can be simplified
to
T (j) =

L
∗ Rj ∗ (1 − L ∗ Puj (γs )))
L + Cj

(5)

By taking the second derivative and simplifying, we obtain
T  (j) =

−2 ∗ (Cj2 ∗ Puj (γs ) + Cj )
(L + Cj )3

(6)

which is strictly negative and hence the throughput function
given in Eq. (1) is strictly concave [2].
The effective throughput with and without a packet error
rate constraint are plotted in Figs 3(a) and 2(a), respectively.
We see that by imposing a packet error rate constraint, significantly higher SNRs are required to maximize throughput.
Additionally, comparing Figs. 2(c) and 3(c), we see that PHY
mode 1 corresponding to a data rate of 6 Mbps can be used
only at SNRs above 10 dB when the packet error constraint
of 1% is imposed.
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From Figs. 2(b) and 3(b), we see the dramatically shorter
payload lengths required at the rate switching points in order
to satisfy the 1% packet error rate constraint. In practice, the
packet error rate should be selected based on the application
(e.g. voice or video) requirements so that the link adaptation
thresholds can be obtained to maximize throughput without
significantly affecting the overall performance of the application (e.g voice or video quality).
In Table I, we compare the link adaptation thresholds with
and without a PER constraint. The most obvious impact of
the 1% PER constraint is that the link cannot be used at
SNRs less than 10 dB. In this situation, the user could choose
to allow retransmissions, thus increasing latency and perhaps
increasing the load on the access point, or a higher PER
could be accepted, and new link adaptation points could be
generated using our method. These choices depend upon the
application and on the number of users to be supported by the
link. For most of the data rates, the switching points from a
low data rate to the next higher data rate needs an additional
2-3 dB for the constrained link adaptation scheme compared
to the unconstrained link adaptation scheme. For example, the
switching from 6 Mbps to 12 Mbps takes place at 11 dB
in the unconstrained link adaptation scheme whereas in the
constrained case, the transition point is near 14 dB.
III. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented a theoretical framework for achieving
higher throughputs by careful adaptation of payload length and
data rates in the presence of a packet error rate constraint. We
show that the introduction of the packet error rate constraint
drastically changes the operating SNR regions and the payload
sizes from the unconstrained optimization problem. Hence for
voice and video transmission, one can select the PER constraint needed for the particular application and then choose
the optimal payload length and SNR regions for each data
rate to maximize throughput by considering the constrained
optimization problem as posed and solved in this paper.
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